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T MAY SEEM ODD THAT THE QUESTION OF
pharmaceutical industry innovation has resurfaced
in 2021. The industry’s response to the COVID-19
pandemic has seen highly effective vaccines developed
and commercialized in record time, leveraging powerful pairings of big pharmaceutical companies and small
research start-ups, including Pfizer/BioNTech and AstraZeneca/Oxford. But that is precisely the question occupying a newly formed transatlantic working group of leading
antitrust enforcers. The European Commission (“EC”), the
U.S. Federal Trade Commission (“FTC”), the Department
of Justice Antitrust Division (“DOJ”) and Offices of State
Attorneys General, the Canadian Competition Bureau, and
the UK’s Competition and Markets Authority (“CMA”)
announced in April 2021 a working group that would
develop new principles by which to assess “the full range of a
pharmaceutical merger’s effects on innovation?”1
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As we examine, the answer is far from clear. We chart
the sometimes-conflicting cases and approaches from both
sides of the Atlantic that will feature in the working group’s
consideration and explore practical issues relating to evidence, counterfactual analysis and remedies. We conclude
that clear and administrable principles are essential. This is
an industry that spends huge amounts both on internal and
external R&D, the latter principally in acquisitions. There
is a cost to innovation in creating an uncertain or unadministrable legal framework. In the pharmaceutical industry, time and money may be short to convert breakthroughs
into medicines.
Pharmaceutical Industry Innovation
The pharmaceutical industry spends a quarter of its net revenues on R&D,2 USD 186 billion globally,3 more than any
other knowledge-based industry. R&D spend has increased
ten times since 1980 and doubled since 2000. The number of new approved medicines is up by 60% in the last
decade (2010-2019) from the decade before. Companies
big and small are pursuing new technologies. 70% of products in Phase III clinical trials are from small pharmaceutical
companies.4
The costs and risks remain daunting. A new drug’s estimated average cost is as high as USD 2.6 billion, taking
up to ten years to commercialize.5 A handful of the 10,000
substances synthesized in the laboratory make it to market.6
Less than 10% of products in Phase I and 30% of products
in Phase II are ever approved.7
Pharmaceutical companies invest in new technologies
through collaboration or acquisition to complement organic
efforts. Acquisitions, acquisition options, and reverse mergers continue to rise, reaching 384 completed or active deals
in 2020.8 These can be small scale collaborations, acquisitions of early-stage assets, or transformative deals acquiring
a company with a promising portfolio of commercialized
and pipeline products. These deals naturally are assessed by
antitrust regulators.
Innovation in Theory and Practice
Famously, the debate on innovation and mergers was polarized between thought-leaders of the day, Kenneth Arrow
and Joseph Schumpeter. Arrow theorized competition stimulated innovation that a monopolist might be too lazy to
pursue. Schumpeter countered with concentration’s role in
promoting innovation and the prospect of market power
and scale spurring innovation.9
But until recently, consideration of innovation as a standalone harm in mergers was rare. The decisional practice
almost exclusively concerned itself with existing products,
or those contemplated in the merging firms’ pipelines, not
with risks to some abstractly determined area of innovation.
Academic debate was reignited by papers authored by the
then-EC’s chief economist team10 and leading economists
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responding to that work.11 The immediate context of the
papers was the EC’s investigation of Dow/Dupont (2017),
in which a standalone innovation theory of harm—
independent of current or pipeline products—was part of
the EC’s merger challenge, leading the merging parties to
divest Dupont’s global R&D organization.12
Innovation hawks posited that in a concentrated market
of key innovators, a merger will likely reduce innovation
and not be offset by beneficial synergies (or if such exist the
burden falls on the merging parties to demonstrate them).13
Others demonstrated the overall effects of mergers on innovation can be both negative and positive, with neither presumed to predominate.14 The current EC Chief Economist,
writing in a personal capacity, noted mergers with a significant innovative dimension may merit more lenient review
than purely “static” transactions.15
Efficiencies and changes in investment incentives through
mergers may increase innovation. These include innovation
knowledge diffusion within the merged entity or changes in
investment incentives given that innovations will not “leak”
to the target,16 or use of shared common (“non-rival”) proprietary insights or inputs across the merged entity’s broader
output base17, e.g., common IP portfolio or knowledge of
disease targets. Innovative efforts may also increase postmerger to secure profits from product differentiation, e.g.,
by focusing on different features, demand niches or customer groups, or from demand expanding innovation, such
as next generation or lower cost technologies. The policy
implication is that there should be a neutral rather than negative presumption (or burden shifting) for merger innovation effects.
Adding to the debate, Cunningham et al. (2018)’s widely
cited Killer Acquisitions paper found pharmaceutical companies more frequently cease to develop acquired company R&D projects when the projects competed with the
acquirer’s existing business.18 Though as the authors themselves and commentators note, it is not possible to know
whether these R&D projects would otherwise have been
successful (there may be a degree of “hindsight bias”), and
the paper focuses on assets with the same mode of action
rather than economic markets.19 Observed patterns may be
explained by optimal project selection rather than “killer”
motives. Companies experienced in overlapping drugs may
be quicker than companies without that experience, to
realize a promising early stage asset has proven to be a false
trail.20 In a competitive market to acquire innovative assets,
it is possible that lower-valued R&D assets (falling below
the antitrust review thresholds) may reflect the speculative
nature of the R&D involved, and consequently, that it had
limited prospects of success.21 Cunningham noted many of
the acquisitions it analyzed were valued below the antitrust
reportability thresholds.
Merger guidance from the U.S., EU, and UK all highlight innovation competition.22 But innovation appraisal is
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complex. The combined undertaking’s efforts may enhance,
rather than reduce, innovation. And expert regulators have
drawn diametrically opposed conclusions on the same transactions. In Sabre/Farelogix (2020), the CMA found innovation was harmed by removing an innovation stimulus.23
Two days before, a U.S. federal judge, ruling on the DOJ’s
challenge to the acquisition, concluded the same deal would
enhance innovation. With access to the acquirer’s far larger
data sets, the target could use machine learning and artificial
intelligence to launch product improvements.24
In Applied Materials/Tokyo Electron (2015), the DOJ
was the innovation skeptic. The DOJ was concerned postmerger that the two firms would not compete to develop
equipment to manufacture next generation 450 mm wafer
semiconductors (a market where neither firm was then
active).25 The Bundeskartellamt (German Federal Cartel
Office) cleared the merger for the opposite reason. Customers indicated the complementary skillsets of the firms could
position the combined entity to bring next generation manufacturing technology to market successfully.26 Conversely,
the evidence on harm was insufficient to predict competition harm in the manufacturing of 450 mm wafers.27
The fact that innovation can be enhanced by mergers
(and retarded by over-intervention) is illustrated by postmerger studies. Acquisitions in the semi-conductor industry
have been correlated with stronger innovative output measured by number of patents.28 In Unilever/Sara Lee (2010),
overall R&D, as measured by patenting activity, increased
post-merger across the industry.29 Ex-post evaluation of
five-to-three concentration in the hard disk drive (“HDD”)
sector (Hitachi/Western Digital (2011) and Seagate/Samsung
(2011)) showed that the combined Seagate/Samsung entity
increased R&D intensity, patent activity, and new products
launched (while unit costs reduced).30 One likely reason was
the combined patent portfolio enabled the merged entity
to innovate more quickly through intra-firm technology
sharing. Conversely, in Hitachi/Western Digital, innovative
efforts were weaker, the ex-post evaluation report found,
potentially from the remedies required by authorities to
clear the deal.31
Regulators’ Approaches to Innovation
and Pharmaceutical Mergers
United States. Transatlantic regulators have approached
innovation mergers in different ways. The FTC’s Guidelines
acknowledge that competition often spurs firms to innovate, and so the FTC may investigate whether a merger is
likely to diminish innovation competition and curtail the
merged entity’s innovative efforts.32 The FTC’s historic
practice is typically to look only at more advanced Phase III
pipeline products when considering remedies.33 But it may
also examine overlaps between the merging parties’ products and products in the FDA pipeline, which can include
pre-clinical research areas.

Several FTC decisions illustrate the challenges of weighing pro-innovation effects of mergers. In Ciba-Geigy/Sandoz
(1997), for example, the FTC identified a relevant market
as the “research and development of gene therapies” using viral
vectors for certain oncology, transplant, and hemophilia
treatments. Though neither had a commercialized product,
the parties allegedly led the field with gene therapies “in . . .
or near clinical development.”34 In a decision that split the
FTC, the majority endorsed allowing the parties to combine
their early stage gene therapy R&D to avoid a “divestiture’s
potentially disruptive effects on the parties’ ongoing research”
while requiring a patent license on reasonable terms to alleviate competition concerns.35
In Genzyme/Novazyme (2004), the two companies
researching Pompe disease (a fatal condition affecting young
children) were engaged in pre-clinical investigatory work.
The FTC majority accepted that the merger was likely to
stimulate innovation. FTC Chairman Muris stated,
The Commission also investigated whether the merger has
made it more likely that the Genzyme program or the Novazyme program will produce a successful therapy, or will do
so sooner. The merger made possible comparative experiments and provided information that enabled the Novazyme program to avoid drilling dry holes. By accelerating
the Novazyme program, the merger may have increased its
odds of success. Moreover, the merger made possible synergies that will help avoid a delay in the Novazyme program.36

But recent dissents, by then-Acting FTC Chair, Slaughter, and fellow former Democratic Commissioner, Chopra,
have echoed the transatlantic working group’s press release
in calling for innovation activism.37 In Pfizer/Mylan
(2020), Commissioners Chopra and Slaughter stated,
“. . . the status quo approach of seeking settlements through
divestitures of individual products is myopic and misses some
of the fundamental elements of how firms compete in this
industry.”38 Commissioner Chopra called on the Commissioners to “dramatically increase rigor and supervision
of innovation-merger investigations, enhance the analytical
capabilities when assessing prospective divestiture buyers and
when crafting remedies for anticompetitive mergers and conduct.”39 In BMS/Celgene (2019), Commissioner Chopra
also noted that the current framework would not allow the
FTC to assess whether the merger would facilitate a capital structure that magnifies incentives to engage in anticompetitive conduct or abuse of intellectual property, or
whether it would deter formation of biotechnology firms
that fuel industry innovation.40 These dissents, worded
in strong language as they are, did not, however, identify
an evidential basis or alternative analytical framework to
describe how these concerns might be addressed and, if
appropriate, corrected.
European Union. Historically, the EC largely followed
the “traditional” U.S. approach. Its analysis focused on
specific product markets or advanced pipeline products.41
For example, in Pfizer/Hospira (2015), the EC required

divestiture of Pfizer’s Phase III pipeline infliximab biosimilar to remove overlaps with Hospira’s commercialized
biosimilar.42
Two cases—the first in pharmaceuticals (Novartis/
GlaxoSmithKline Oncology Business (2015)),43 the second
in crop protection (Dow/Dupont44)—saw the EC expand
not just further back into the pipeline, but to consider
as-yet-unidentified potential innovations. In Novartis/
GlaxoSmithKline Oncology Business, rather than limiting
itself to marketed or pipeline products the EC analyzed
the parties’ clinical research programs in MEK and B-Raf
inhibitors more generally.45 These were based on the same
mechanisms of action and were expected to address similar unmet medical needs.46 Apart from the merging parties, only Roche had B-Raf and MEK inhibitor assets and
was alleged not to exert sufficient competitive pressure on
the merged entity. Novartis’s overlapping R&D programs
were divested to maintain an independent B-Raf and MEK
inhibitor pole of innovation.47
The EC took its analysis one stage further in Dow/
Dupont, introducing the concept of harm to competition
in “innovation spaces”. This considered the threat a merger
might pose to innovation across a sector as a whole, rather
than focusing only on particular pipeline products or specific product markets.48 The EC alleged the merger would
also have restricted competition because of its adverse effects
on future efforts to innovate.49 The EC asserted this was the
case, even though it was not yet possible to specify on which
markets the effects would ultimately manifest themselves.50
Those R&D efforts may target existing product markets
or take place upstream of actual product markets.51 Bayer/
Monsanto (2018) followed the same approach and required
far reaching remedies to address innovation concerns.52
Post Novartis/GlaxoSmithKline Oncology Business and
Dow/Dupont, the EC has codified its approach as a fourlevel assessment:
(a) overlaps between existing (marketed) products;
(b) overlaps (i) between existing (marketed) and pipeline products at advanced stages of development and
(ii) between pipeline products at advanced stages of
development. For pharmaceutical products, the EC “in
principle considers programmes in Phase II and III clinical
trials as being at an advanced stage of development” 53;
(c) loss of innovation competition resulting from the discontinuation, delay, or redirection of one party’s early
stage pipeline products/projects overlapping with the
other party’s existing products or advanced or early
stage pipeline products/projects; and
(d) loss of innovation competition resulting from a structural reduction of the overall level of innovation.54
The EC has also recently changed its standing practice to
broaden its reach to review otherwise non-notifiable mergers
under its new Article 22 EU Merger Regulation (“EUMR”)
Guidance,55 including those that might have “killer acquisition” characteristics.56
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United Kingdom. In contrast to the EC and the FTC,
the CMA has tended to adopt a more flexible, expansive
analytical framework. Even if products are not, or may never
be, in the same product market, it examines the potential for
innovation concerns.
For example, the CMA challenged Illumina/PacBio
(2019)57 on the basis of a company’s R&D efforts, examining the loss for future competition between technologies
traditionally viewed as poor substitutes, Illumina’s long read
sequencing technology, and PacBio’s short read sequencing
technologies.58 The CMA concluded that these technologies
would come to compete at some indeterminate future point
but without a specific time frame. Illumina was researching long read technologies and PacBio would likely invest
in research where it would compete with Illumina’s instruments. The CMA alleged the merger would incentivize PacBio and Illumina to re-focus R&D towards complementary,
rather than competing, use cases.
In the same vein, in Roche/Spark (2019), the CMA
considered competitive interaction over a long time horizon between two hemophilia therapies—Roche’s recently
launched Hemlibra, a novel, but non-gene therapy, treatment with minimal UK share and Spark’s gene therapy,
then in Phase II. Despite very different modes of action
and potential target groups, the CMA predicted Hemlibra
might gain as much as 60% market share in the UK within
five years and that Spark would successfully launch and represent a competitive constraint.59 Ultimately, however, it
concluded that proximate entry by other gene and non-gene
treatments would mean no loss of competition.
The CMA’s revised 2021 merger guidelines codify the
CMA’s approach to innovation.60 The CMA will assess
whether a merger will reduce dynamic competition by (i)
reducing an existing supplier’s current efforts to protect
against the impact of future market entry; or (ii) by reducing
the incentives of a dynamic competitor to innovate because
it will no longer have an incentive to “steal” profits which
will now be captured by the merged firm. The guidelines
show the CMA unfazed by the future-divining capabilities
this might require. The CMA, the guidelines state, will not
be deterred by the uncertain outcome of investments and
innovation efforts which frequently do not reach the market. Instead, it will consider the economic value of the likelihood that new innovations or products could reach the
market—even where entry is “unlikely and may ultimately
be unsuccessful.”61 When specific product overlaps are not
identifiable, the CMA may consider the broader pattern of
dynamic competition, such as between merging pharmaceutical companies engaging in research programs that are
likely to treat the same illnesses.62
Transatlantic Divergence or Consensus. Though the
UK, EU, and U.S. have nominally different approaches, the
practical differences may be more imagined than real. The
UK’s enforcement practice in pharmaceutical innovation
cases is nascent. Its initial forays appear more flexible, and
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less predictable, than U.S. and EU peers. That is partly a
feature of a more free-form statutory framework and limited judicial constraints upon the UK merger process. But
it remains to be seen whether the CMA’s decisional practice
will develop, and become more settled, with its expanding
post-Brexit case load, taking independent jurisdiction over
global deals formally filed only with the EU.
The EC’s expansive approach has created extensive
debate amongst academics and practitioners as to whether
it presents the correct analytical framework for innovation
competition. The complexity of pro- and anti-innovation
consequences of mergers do not easily lend themselves to
this level of simplification, as cases such as Genzyme/Novazyme illustrate, as well as the conflicting results in Sabre/
Farelogix and Applied Materials/Tokyo Electron.
But as a practical matter the EC has never found a risk
of an “innovation space” harm in pharmaceutical mergers.
The generally competitive nature of the industry across all
areas of research has been evident on even a cursory examination.63 For example, in BMS/Celgene, the EC found that
the merger did not give rise to competition concerns regarding innovation spaces “given the very large number of R&D
organisations competing at global level (e.g., pharmaceutical
and biotechnology companies, university research programmes)
in the overlapping therapeutic spaces, which are characterised
by intensive R&D.”64 Rather, its decisional output has been
broadly consistent with that of the FTC. It has never found
a “pure” innovation concern in a pharmaceutical merger. As
the industry’s innovative output suggests, this is for good
reasons.
Practical Issues: Evidence
Quite aside from the challenges of an appropriate analytical
framework, the transatlantic working group will also consider more bread-and-butter practice issues.
At its most extreme, an innovation-harm theory may seek
to assess lost innovation for products as yet undeveloped.
It becomes impossible to use tools such as market shares
(no product or pipeline asset yet exists) and it is challenging
to judge which firms are potential innovation rivals. Since
the new innovation is unknown, it is difficult to judge who
might potentially enter.
To assess innovative potential, in Dow/Dupont and Bayer/
Monsanto, the EC used both shares of past product launches
and patents (weighted by subsequent citations) in the
“innovation space” as a measure of innovation potential.65
Similarly, in GE/Baker Hughes (2017), regulators considered
which firms had led product innovations, and which had
followed, over a 10-year period.66
But both are inherently backwards looking measures. By
definition they plot only past product launches and past patented inventions. Patent and citation-based indexes might
not be informative for nascent/early-stage products and may
not constitute appropriate innovation proxies. Similarly,
they are unidirectional innovation proxies.67 Adding HDD

patent shares in Seagate/Samsung might have revealed high
shares, but it would have missed the point that precisely the
broader patent portfolio enabled the combined entity to
innovate more successfully.
The CMA has recently considered allegedly outsized
valuations may be evidence the deal is anticompetitive. In
PayPal/iZettle (2019), the CMA considered whether the
USD 2.2 billion valuation, higher than the target’s expected
IPO valuation of USD 1.1 billion, might be suspect. However, it concluded that “the consideration appeared justified
by commercial valuations and calculations of synergies”68 and
there was “no evidence that PayPal intended to shut iZettle or
increase prices post-Merger.”69 Conversely, the EU Court has
given short shrift to valuation evidence, holding that “the
applicants cannot overcome the shortcomings of their arguments
relating to the harm to competition . . . by referring to the purchase price of USD 8.5 billion.” 70
For want of objective metrics, regulators frequently use
internal documents on innovative intentions. In Roche/
Spark, documents in which Roche tracked Spark’s progress in gene therapy was treated as evidence of competitive
innovative rivalry, despite the very different hemophilia
treatment types.71 In Dow/Dupont, documents suggesting
post-merger R&D streamlining were also cited.72 Build,
buy or partner business case documents are also commonly
perused as intent evidence of entry by the acquirer into the
target’s business.
Internal documents should be treated with caution, however. The seniority/knowledge of author and the objective of
a document is key. Are these individuals engaged in blue sky
thinking or at the company’s R&D coalface? Documents
may be created by people without the necessary knowledge
or authority to implement the ideas they contain, may represent early thinking that was quickly rejected, or may have
been created to “sell” a certain view of the world to a specific
audience (for example, to potential investors). In Servier,
the EU Court faulted the EC’s reliance on Servier’s promotional documents to allege market power. These extolled the
Servier ACE-inhibitor’s virtues over rivals. But this was to
discount health authority prescriber guidelines, a more neutral evidential source. These stated that there was little to
distinguish the many competing products.73
Past documents or past innovation success may be particularly unreliable in fast-moving dynamic industries. In
Sabre/Farelogix, the DOJ focused on internal documents
that evidence at trial showed reflected a dated and inaccurate “rearview mirror” of the industry.74 In the pharmaceutical market in particular, internal views of, or strategies for,
products can change significantly and quickly. A company
may have a potentially strong pipeline product, but the
product misses its primary endpoint or causes significant
adverse events, and so the development strategy for that
product necessarily changes, too.
Moreover, there is a risk of selective reliance. If one document expresses a view that seems at odds with the rest of

the record, the first question should be just that. Is this
document an outlier that does not reflect the company’s
overall business intent? In Steris/Synergy (2015),75 the FTC
sued to block the merger, claiming the merger would end
Synergy’s plans to enter the U.S. market. The FTC relied
on select emails from executives at Synergy stating Synergy’s U.S. x-ray project was approved. The FTC did not give
weight to other documents that highlighted how difficult
this entrance would be. Synergy did not have the financial
resources nor the customer demand to enter into the U.S.
Synergy ultimately decided not to enter into the U.S. for
business reasons independent of the Steris transaction. But
those facts were not captured by the FTC’s cherry-picked
documents.
This is even more the case if internal documents are being
used to support speculative theories of harm in relation to
which there is little or conflicting evidence (including “killer
acquisition cases”). In Dow/DuPont, alleged innovation concerns derived from internal documents (redacted from the
decision) were only supported by a minority of the respondents in the EC’s market investigation, primarily the parties’
rivals.76
Practical Issues: Counterfactual/Standard of Proof
As theories of harm move beyond commercialized products,
inevitably, outcomes become more challenging to predict.
The ability of a competition authority to predict future
anticompetitive effects sharply decreases the further into the
future that those effects would take place. This is even more
so regarding innovation in the pharmaceutical industry
where there is no consistent pattern of events or trajectory.
This can involve the counterfactual, i.e., would a small target with a promising clinical asset, about to reach the limits
of its funding, really have commercialized a product without
the help of its new acquirer?
Recent cases have seen authorities look increasingly into
the future, and sometimes the pace of innovation can overtake the antitrust outcomes. The CMA takes an expansive,
long-time horizon approach to the counterfactual. In addition to the forward looking assessment in Illumina/PacBio,77
in Amazon/Deliveroo (2020), the CMA considered that
Amazon was likely to re-enter the supply of online restaurant platforms in the UK in the short-to-medium term
(i.e., within five years), despite having exited that market
in 2018.78 In Adevinta/eBay (2021), the CMA considered
that Adevinta’s Shpock, and eBay’s Gumtree and eBay Marketplace, competed closely and required the divestiture of
Adevinta’s Shpock and eBay’s Gumtree as the CMA found
eBay would have sold its classified assets to a non-competing
buyer absent the Adevinta sale.79
By contrast, the EC is more constrained in its evaluation
of the counterfactual and the EU Courts’ case law sets out
the required evidential standard for more complex theories
of harm. The EC generally does not consider anticompetitive effects beyond a three-year time horizon.80 The EU
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Courts have also held the EC to a high standard of proof
when seeking to demonstrate complex theories of harm. In
its landmark CK Hutchison dictum, the EU General Court
stated of complex merger theories:

The risks of making too many forward assumptions are
well illustrated in Shire/Takeda (2019). As a condition of
its approval of the proposed transaction, the EC required
the parties to divest Shire’s IBD pipeline product. However,
poor IBD clinical trial results and swift emergence of IL-23s
as a more effective treatment meant Shire’s pipeline product was unsaleable. The parties were unable to find a buyer
for the product after fourteen months of searching and
sixty potential buyers.82 Ultimately, the EC released Takeda
from the obligation to divest this pipeline product. Market
dynamics had shown the remedy’s predicate theory of harm
was incorrect.
Enforcement authorities should have strong evidence for
diverging from the pre-merger conditions as the counterfactual. That is particularly so in this industry. The competitive
landscape in pharmaceuticals is constantly changing as new
products enter the market and the industry’s understanding
of therapy efficacy evolves: expansion of gene-editing and
gene-therapy technologies, especially ex-vivo; use of viral
vectors and mRNA to deliver therapies (e.g., COVID-19
vaccines); and, particularly in the oncology area, the discovery that combination treatments are more effective than
standalone therapies.
Against this context, regulators should be slow to identify early-stage technologies as nascent rivals. The target will
commonly need the additional resources, capital, and reach
of the acquirer to bring the technology to commercial development. Absent evidence those challenges could be independently overcome or there was certain to be an alternative
investor, this should not be considered a potential competitor. In particular, it is far too speculative to treat pre-clinical
or Phase I projects as nascent rivals because only 10% of
Phase I projects ever reach the market.

to ensure pipeline divested drugs come to market (e.g.,
structuring divestitures of in-development BRAF and MEK
inhibitor drugs developed by the Novartis/GlaxoSmithKline Oncology Business83 to ensure development of the
BRAF and MEK inhibitors continues), patent licenses (i.e.,
Illumina/PacBio,84 Elanco/Bayer (2021),85 and Ciba-Geigy/
Sandoz86), and R&D capabilities (divestment of research
teams as in Dow/DuPont87). However, the impact of the
remedial action on the merging firms’ incentives to invest
and innovate should be taken into account. As the ex-post
evaluation report stated of the different fates of Samsung/
Seagate and Hitachi/Western Digital, remedies can sometimes
prevent the merged entity from realizing pro-innovation
synergies. In the pharmaceutical sector, a (broad) divestiture may disrupt innovation in another (non-overlapping)
disease area, or disrupt potential future plans for marketed
products, e.g., label expansion and combination studies.
Most recent decisional practice shows that although regulators typically required the divestiture of pipeline products,
the decision of the divested product may rely on broader
factors. For example, in BMS/Celgene the merging parties
divested Celgene’s Otezla’s (marketed product) to preserve
BMS’s incentive to continue developing its own oral product
for treating moderate-to-severe psoriasis.88 In AbbVie/Allergan
(2020),89 the competitive innovation risk was that there were
only a small group of companies selling or developing IL-23
inhibitor treatments for ulcerative colitis and Crohn’s disease.
In this case, Allergen’s Brazikumab, an IL-23 inhibitor in
Phase II/III, was divested to AstraZeneca, from whom Allergan had licensed the drug, and kept Abbvie’s Skyrizi, which
was its IL-23 inhibitor in late-stage development.
Lastly, the suitability of potential buyers and their ability
to compete in innovation should be fairly and objectively
assessed. For example, in Abbvie/Allergan,90 Nestlé Health
Science (Nestlé’s medical nutrition business) acquired Zenpep. The FTC majority view was that the acquired divestitures were highly complementary with Nestlé Health
Science’s existing product line. Both treat gastrointestinal
conditions that hinder the body’s ability to extract nutrients
from food, and this was an opportunity for Nestlé to enter
the pharmaceutical space. Commissioner Chopra, in his dissent, criticized Nestlé as a divestiture buyer due to lack of
experience as a pharmaceutical company.91

Practical Issues: Remedies
In pharmaceutical deals, identifying overlaps and suitable remedies is straightforward for discrete overlaps (product/Phase
III pipeline versus product/Phase III pipeline). However, as
regulators look further into the future at p
re-commercial
assets and “undirected” (i.e., not product specific) research,
the established approach might not be effective.
There are particular challenges in remedy design for
broader innovation theories in the pharmaceutical sector.
Broader innovation theories may implicate the wider organization in a remedy, such as the management of incentives

Conclusion
The transatlantic working group asked whether a revised
approach to innovation is appropriate. As respondents to its
consultation noted, departing from accepted antitrust principles requires caution.92 Assessing effects on innovation is
a complex and multifaceted analysis. There should be no
presumption (or burden-shifting) against mergers in innovative sectors, such as the pharmaceutical industry. Effects
on innovation should be assessed in the round based on
theories of harm anchored to product or developed pipelines. Theories such as the EC’s “innovation space” theory

[T]he more a theory of harm advanced is complex or uncertain, or stems from a cause-and-effect relationship which
is difficult to establish, the more demanding the Courts of
the European Union must be as regards the specific examination of the evidence submitted by the Commission in
this respect.81
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rest on uncertain academic foundations, with risks that
pro-competitive mergers are unfairly condemned or negatively weighted.
The benefits of pooling R&D must also be considered.
The spillovers from R&D teams may be as likely to speed
up development rather than to delay it, and this should
be weighed in the assessment. The assessment of positive
pooled innovation effects should not be relegated to an
impossible-to-prove efficiency defense.93
Pharmaceutical innovation must also be considered in
the market context. The development timelines, regulatory
framework, and commercialization lifecycle—from initial invention, through commercialized patented medicine
through to launch of generics/biosimilars—is entirely different to other knowledge-based innovative industries, such
as the IT industry, and the same analytical framework is not
appropriate. 94
This is an industry that depends heavily upon external
investments, through acquisition or collaboration, to invest
in promising new therapies. Those naturally require proper
antitrust scrutiny. A major asset of the U.S. review process is
the FTC staff ’s experience and sectoral knowledge. This provides for expert engagement with the facts against a robust,
predictable legal framework. Conversely, an uncertain legal
environment and the protracted, exploratory notification
review periods observed in novel innovation-theory cases
may harm early-stage innovation incentives of start-ups as
well as investment by major pharmaceutical companies to
assist in the next stages of development through to commercialization.95 These are important considerations for a
successful competition policy.
So, pharmaceutical companies and antitrust practitioners
alike welcome and encourage the transatlantic working
group to deliver, above all, a transparent and predictable
process based on clear principles. There is heavy competition for these assets. The stakes are high and the pace of
innovation unrelenting. An uncertain legal environment
risks harming investment and jeopardizes achieving the
tangible results the world has come to expect from pharmaceutical companies in the race to develop breakthrough
medicines and better patient outcomes. ■
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